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[00:49] There’s nothing to tell
هیچ حرفی برای زدن باقی نمانده
Meaning: Means you don't have any words or anything to mention, when you're
talking to a special person, or you don't have anything to say if you start to talk to
someone else, you're speechless.
Example: There’s nothing to tell…you’ve said it all.

[00:53] Come on
 عجله کن/ راه بیفت
Meaning 1: Used for telling someone to hurry
Example: Come on! We’re going to be late.
Synonyms: hurry up, come on, and get a move on
یا اهلل
Meaning 2: Used for encouraging someone to do something such as making a
greater effort or stop being sad
Example: Come on! It’s not the end of the world.
Synonyms: go for it, don’t hesitate to do something
 دروغ نگو،بیخیال

Meaning 3: Used for telling someone that you do not believe what they are saying
Example: Oh, come on! Only a fool would believe a story like that!
Synonyms: Are you having a laugh?
]بدو بیا [برای دعوا
Meaning 4: Used for trying to make someone fight you
Example: let’s fight! Come on!

[00:59] Hump
قوز
Meaning: a large round shape that rises above the surface of something
Example: I sat down on its rounded hump.
Synonyms: Aneurysm, carbuncle, cyst
Collocations:
Get the hump:
Meaning: The state in which you are angry or upset
Example: She gets the hump when she loses = losing gives her the hump =
she becomes angry or upset when she loses.
Over the hump:
Meaning: Past the most difficult part of something (such as project or job)
Example: A few more months of hard work should be enough to get/put us
over the hump on this project.
Word families:

Humped (adj.): A humped back

[01:03] Chalk
گچ
Meaning: A stick of white or colored chalk, used for writing or drawing, especially
on a blackboard.
Example: The teacher handed her a piece of chalk and asked her to write the
answer on the chalkboard.
Collocations:
Not by a long chalk:
Meaning: Not at all
Example: Our work isn’t done yet, not by a long chalk. (= we still have a lot
more work to do)
Word families:
Chalky (adj.): chalky white (= the color of white chalk)

[01:06] Go through
تجربه کردن
Meaning: To experience a difficult or unpleasant situation, feeling etc.
Example: He’s going through a divorce at the moment.
Synonyms: Experience, suffer

[01:15] Sounds like
به نظر می رسد که...
Meaning: To seem to be something when heard
Example: You sound like you’re tired.
Synonyms: Simulate, parallel

[01:38] All of a sudden
ناگهان
Meaning: Very suddenly
Example: All of a sudden there was a knock at the door.
Synonyms: Suddenly, immediately, at once…

[01:43] Turn out
منجر شدن
Meaning: To develop in a particular way, or to have a particular result
Example: It turned out that I was wrong.
Synonyms: Result, follow, come out of...

[02:06] Intestine
روده
Meaning: the long tube in your body that processes food and carries waste out of
your body
Example: Each day, 7-10 litres of water enter the small intestine.

[02:07] Pull out
متوقف کردن
Meaning: to stop being involved in an activity, event, or situation
Example: The firm is pulling out of the personal computer business.
Synonyms: stop, break off, give up...

[02:14] Move out

اسباب کشی کردن
Meaning: To stop living in a particular home
Example: They moved out of London when he was little.
Synonyms: Escape, abandon

[02:24] Cleanse
تمیز کردن و پاک کردن
Meaning: to clean your skin using a special liquid or cream
Example: The water is cleansed and reused.
Synonyms: clean

[02:25] Aura
هاله
Meaning: A type of light that some people say they can see around people and
animals
Example: The building retains an aura of mystery.

[02:28] Leave sth/s.o. alone
دست از سر کسی برداشتن
Meaning: to stop annoying or criticizing someone

Example: I wish they’d just leave me alone.
Synonyms: back off, let up

[02:36] To hell with s.o.
!به درک

Meaning: used for showing that you are angry with someone or something and
do not care about them any more
Example: To hell with Miles, who needs him?

[02:49] Fixate
حساسیت به خرج دادن و چیزی را بزرگ گردن
Meaning: To think about something too much and find it difficult to stop
Example: why do journalists fixate on scandals?
Synonyms: Obsess

[03:01] Out loud
با صدای بلند
Meaning: in a way that other people can hear
Example: Each child reads out loud.
Synonyms: loud, noisy, shrill...

[03:40] Hammer
چکش
Meaning: a tool used for hitting things or forcing nails into wood that consists of a
handle and a heavy metal top with one flat side
Example: He smashed a hole in the window with a hammer.

Collocations:
Take a hammer to something:
Meaning: hit something hard using a hammer
Example: She took a hammer to the headlamps of his car.

[04:12] Bridesmaid
ساقدوش عروس
Meaning: A girl or woman, usually unmarried, who helps a bride on her wedding
day and is with her at the wedding
Example: My three sisters were bridesmaids for me.

[04:33] turn on
به هیجان درآمدن
Meaning: Something that makes you feel excited, especially sexually
Example: The way he looked at her really turned her on.
Synonyms: Attract, arouse

[04:37] Freak out
دیوانه شدن

Meaning: To become or cause someone to become extremely emotional
Example: He freaked out when he heard he'd got the job.
Synonyms: Flip out , go crazy

[04:38] hit
متوجه موضوعی شدن
Meaning: if an idea or the truth hits you, you suddenly realize it
Example: It suddenly hit her that she would never see him again.
Synonyms: come up with, realize

[04:58] Drift apart
جدا شدن و سرد شدن دو فرد
Meaning: If two people drift apart, they gradually become less friendly and their
relationship ends.
Example: We have drifted apart with the years.
Synonyms: Breakdown

[06:16] Metaphor
 تشبیه،کنایه
Meaning: a word or phrase that means one thing and is used for referring to
another thing in order to emphasize their similar qualities
Example: She uses some wonderful images and metaphors in her writing.

[06:35] Establish
متوجه شدن
Meaning: to discover, prove, or decide that something is true

Example: The cause of death has not yet been established.
Synonyms: find out, read up on, hear of...

[07:01] Whisker
مو حیوانات
Meaning: one of several long stiff hairs that grow near the mouth of some
animals
Example: The cat licked its whiskers.

[07:20] For the best
هرچه که خیر است
Meaning: to hope that a bad situation will have the best result that is possible
Example: It will be tough competition so I have just got to train hard and hope for
the best.

[07:22] Independence
استقالل
Meaning: the ability to make decisions and live your life free from the control or
influence of other people
Example: Having a job gives you financial independence.

Synonyms: freedom

[07:35] hitting on somebody
مخ کسی را زدن
Meaning: to try to start a conversation with someone because you are sexually
attracted to them
Example: Dave has hit on most of the women in the department.
Synonyms: flirt

[09:05] lizard
مارمولک
Meaning: a small animal with a long tail and rough skin that lives mainly in hot
places. A lizard is a type of reptile.
Example: It reminded him of the lizards smashed on his hotel wall.

[09:06] be heading/headed for something:
چیزی که محتمل است به زودی اتفاق بیافتد
Meaning: If you are heading or headed for something, it is likely to happen to you
soon
Example: I think Sam’s headed for a nervous breakdown.

[09:19] hang out
وقت گذراندن با کسی
Meaning: to spend time in a particular place or with particular people
Example: I don’t really know who she hangs out with.
Synonyms: socialize, associate with...

[11:12] cut off
حرف کسی را قطع کردن
Meaning: to prevent someone from continuing what they are saying
Example: Don’t cut me off when I’m talking.
Synonyms: interrupt, intervene, break in...

[11:43] Dough
خمیر
Meaning: a mixture of flour, water, fat etc. that is baked to make bread or pastry
Example: Stir in enough additional flour to make soft dough.

[11:49] whip
خامه

Meaning: a sweet soft food made with cream and flavors or fruit
Example: There’s chocolate whip for dessert.

[12:12] Walk out
ترک کردن کسی
Meaning: to suddenly leave a person who needs you or a situation that depends
on you
Example: Her husband had walked out on her a year before.
Synonyms: defriend, unfriend, break off...

[12:21] Revelation
افشاء
Meaning: a surprising piece of information
Example: He resigned after revelations about his affair.

[12:55] Spit
تف کردن
Meaning: to force some of the clear liquid called saliva out from your mouth

Example: He leaned over and spat on the ground.

[13:07] Smash
له و خرد کردن
Meaning: to break something noisily into many pieces by dropping or hitting it
with a lot of force
Example: Someone had smashed my window.
Synonyms: break, fall apart, shatter...

[13:51] Ask s.o. out
قرار گذاشتن
Meaning: to invite someone to go with you to a cinema, restaurant etc. because
you want to start a romantic or sexual relationship with them
Example: Finally he asked her out.

[15:57] Abuse
تجاوز
Meaning: cruel, violent, or unfair treatment, especially of someone who does not
have the power to prevent it
Example: Many children suffer racial abuse at school.

[17:39] Sophisticated
با فرهنگ
Meaning: knowing and understanding a lot about a complicated subject
Example: Everyone at the party was sophisticated and well-educated.
Synonyms: educated, knowledgeable, trained...

[18:23] Upbeat
خوشحال و پر انرژی
Meaning: happy and positive because you are confident that you will get what
you want
Example: The players seemed upbeat about their chances of winning.
Synonyms: happy, glad

[18:50] live off someone
(از نظر مالی) وابسته ی کسی بودن
Meaning: to depend on someone or something for the money or food that you
need
Example: He’s 25 and still living off his parents.
Synonyms: depend on, rely on, trust...

[19:17] Aromatherapy
Meaning: a health treatment in which oils with a nice smell are rubbed into your
skin to make you feel relaxed. Someone who is trained to do aromatherapy is
called an aromatherapist.
Example: he received aromatherapy massage weekly for about three months.

[20:00] Crash

جایی لش کردن
Meaning: to sleep somewhere for the night, usually when you did not plan to do
this
Example: You can crash at my place if you like.
Synonyms: sleep, doze off, drift off...

[20:57] Geeky
خرخون
Meaning: someone who is boring, especially because they seem to be interested
only in computers
Example: do I look geeky in these clothes?

[21:09] Vulnerability
آسیب پذیر
Meaning: the quality of being weak or easy to hurt physically or mentally
Example: they are measuring the vulnerability of the bridge.
Synonyms: weakness
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[00:57] word of advice
توصیه
Meaning: something you say that advice someone
Example: You won't mind a word of advice?
Synonyms: admonition, monition, warning

[02:30] glacier
یخچال طبیعی
Meaning: a slowly moving mass of ice
Example: glaciers are melting because of global warming.

[03:23] erect
صاف ایستادن

Meaning: upright in position or posture
Example: It took a couple of hours to erect the tent.
Synonyms: upright, vertical

[03:37] paranoid
کج خیال
Meaning: believing unreasonably that you cannot trust other people, or that they
are trying to harm you or have a bad opinion of you
Example: I get a little paranoid around big dogs.
Synonyms: insane

[04:25] fluff
نرم و کرک مانند شدن
Meaning: fluff or fluff up or fluff out is to shake something so that more air goes
into it and it becomes larger and softer
Example: Fluff the pillows after you use them.

[04:33] ammunition
مدرک
Meaning: facts or evidence that can be used against someone in an argument
Example: His mistakes provided political opponents with even more ammunition.
Synonyms: evidence, sign

[04:48] chaotic
 پرهرج ومرج،بی نظم
Meaning: happening in a confused way and without any order or organization

Example: We flew on the day after Christmas and the situation at the airport was
completely chaotic.
Synonyms: unstructured, haphazard
Antonyms: structured, organized

[05:38] dread
دلهره داشتن
Meaning: to feel very worried about something that might happen or something
that is going to happen
Example: I dread the day she finds out.
Synonyms: worry, panic

[05:43] stomp
پایکوبی کردن
Meaning: to walk making a lot of noise, usually because you are angry
Example: Kevin looked furious as he stomped into his office.

[07:45] presumably
ً احتما
ال
Meaning: used for saying that you think something is true based on what you
know, although you are not really certain
Example: They are students, so presumably they won’t have a lot of money.
Synonyms: perhaps, maybe

[09:18] bring up
به موضوعی اشاره کردن و بحثش را پیش کشیدن
Meaning: to start discussing a subject

Example: hy did you have to bring up the subject of money?
Synonyms: begin

[09:21] take the heat off
سبک کردن بار کسی
Meaning: If someone or something takes the heat off you, he, she, or it reduces
the amount of criticism you have to deal with
Example: Take the heat off of her—you know she'll pay up eventually

[09:43] altar
محراب
Meaning: a special table where religious ceremonies are performed, especially in
a Christian church
Example: It was my job to light the candles on the altar.

[10:00] chubby
توپر
Meaning: slightly fat, in the way a healthy baby or young child is
Example: she has cute chubby cheeks.

Antonyms: skinny, slim, fit

[10:45] anecdote
حکایت
Meaning: a story that you tell people about something interesting or funny that
has happened to you
Example: Joe kept us entertained with anecdotes about his friends.

[10:46] folk
مردم
Meaning: people in general
Example: A lot of folks are upset at the changes.
Synonyms: person, people, human

[13:10] dump
با کسی بهم زدن
Meaning: to end a sexual or romantic relationship with someone
Example: Brady’s really upset – his girlfriend’s just dumped him.

Synonyms: defriend, unfriend, break off...
Antonyms: start a relationship

[13:14] steer clear
دوری کردن از چیزی یا جایی
Meaning: to try to avoid someone or something
Example: Tourists are advised to steer clear of the area.
Synonyms: avoid, get out of, duck out of...
Antonyms: face (v.)

[17:23] roll with the punches
سازگار شدن
Meaning: to change the way you do things so that you are not seriously affected
by difficulties you experience
Example: Being an actor isn’t easy, but I’ve learnt to roll with the punches.
Synonyms: bear, tolerate...

[17:44] tan
قهوه ای شدن پوست در اثر آفتاب
Meaning: a light brown color your skin gets when you absorb the sun
Example: My tan is fading.

[20:22] wind up
پایان بخشیدن
Meaning: to end something
Example: I’d like to wind up the meeting soon.

Synonyms: end
Antonyms: start, build up

[20:37] nausea
حالت تهوع
Meaning: the feeling that you are going to vomit
Example: drinking too much may cause nausea.

[21:39] tilt
چرخاندن
Meaning: to move something so that one side is lower than the other
Example: She tilted the bowl to pour the mixture out.
Synonyms: turn, spin, overturn...

[21:55] welling up
جریحه دار شدن احساسات
Meaning: come up (as of feelings and thoughts, or other ephemeral things)
Example: emotions welled up inside me.
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[00:48] cushions the blow
آسان تر شدن شرایطی سخت
Meaning: to make a bad situation less serious
Example: He's lost his job, but the redundancy money will cushion the blow.
Synonyms: Making things better, a shot in the arm, add salt to sth

[03:10] take a puff
کمی پوک زدن
Meaning: If, you take a puff, you just put a cigarette in your mouth and suck a bit,
without dragging smoke into your lungs. It's what non-smokers do when given a
cigarette
Example: don’t worry about me… I’m just taking a puff.

[05:08] minion
نوکر
Meaning: a follower or underling of a powerful person, especially a servile or
unimportant one.
Example: Of course, Satan and his minions are still all around us.
Synonyms: underling, henchman, flunkey, lackey, hanger-on, follower

[05:40] we’re with you

درکت می کنیم
Meaning: It means that they think they know what you're doing or thinking on a
certain thing.

[07:10] herd
گله
Meaning: a large group of animals of the same type that live and move about
together
Example: The herd had once consisted of 150 animals.
Synonyms: brace, colony, community...

[09:51] crooked
کج
Meaning: not straight
Example: His lips curled into a crooked smile.
Synonyms: uneven, irregular, slanted...

[11:47] innate
ذاتی
Meaning: an innate quality or ability is one that you have always had
Example: Children have an innate ability to learn language.

[14:33] flaw
نقص
Meaning: a mistake or fault in something that makes it useless or less effective
Example: There are serious flaws in the way we train our teachers.
Synonyms: fault, defect, weakness...
Collocations:
fatal flaw:
Meaning: that makes something completely useless or wrong

Example: What you’ve just said is the fatal flaw in your argument.

[15:18] endearing
محبت آمیز
Meaning: making people like you
Example: His shyness can be very endearing.
Synonyms: pleasant, enjoyable, relaxing...

[17:00] the bottom line
...خالصه که
Meaning: the most basic fact or issue in a situation
Example: The bottom line is that he lied to Parliament.

[19:26] déjà vu
+آشنا پنداری
Meaning: the feeling that you are having exactly the same experience as one you
have had before
Example: I have a feeling of déjà vu.
Synonyms: recalling

[20:17] let your guard down
اعتماد کردن و کسی را در دل خود راه دادن
Meaning: to relax and trust people, even though this means that you might let
yourself be upset or do the wrong thing. If someone does not do this, you can say
that their guard is up
Example: She was not ready to let down her guard and confide in him.
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[00:06] omnipotent
قادر
Meaning: powerful enough to do everything
Example: God is described as omnipotent and benevolent
Synonyms: powerful, influential, formidable...

[03:24] consummate
ماهر بودن
Meaning: showing great skill at doing something
Example: She is a consummate politician.
Synonyms: able, capable

[04:00] take my mind off sth
ذهن کسی را از موضوعی منحرف کردن
Meaning: to make you stop thinking or worrying about something
Example: A good night out will help you take your mind off exams.
Synonyms: soothe, comfort, reassure...

[04:33] wipe
پاک کردن

Meaning: to clean or dry something by moving a cloth or something soft over it
Example: Let me just wipe the table before you sit down.
Synonyms: rub, polish...

[04:34] steam
تبخیر کردن
Meaning: give off or produce steam.
Example: a mug of coffee was steaming at her elbow

[07:00] peach pit
هسته هلو
Meaning: the stone seed of a peach

[07:05] nectarine
شلیل
Meaning: a fruit with smooth thin skin and a large seed. It is a type of peach.
Example: He left nectarines half eaten

[08:51] slumber
چرت
Meaning: sleep
Example: calm as a child in dreamless slumber
Synonyms: sleep
Antonyms: wake, be awake, be alert, be there

[09:06] prep
آمادگی
Meaning: preparation, school work that students do to prepare for classes the
next day. The word is used in some private schools.
Example: painting a room involves a lot of prep.

Synonyms: homework, preparation

[13:14] predicament
وضع نامساعد
Meaning: a difficult or unpleasant situation that is not easy to get out of
Example: I understood her predicament, but there was nothing I could do.
Synonyms: problem, obstacle, complication...

[13:27] dent
)دندانه کردن (تو رفتگی ایجاد شدن
Meaning: a place where a surface has been pushed or knocked inwards
Example: the accident left a small dent in the car’s fender.
Collocations:
Make or put a dent:
Meaning: to decrease sth slightly or to make it somewhat weaker.
Example: we tried our best to fix the problem, but nothing we did seems to
have made a dent. [= nothing we did has had any effect]

[17:03] draw out
حرف کشیدن از کسی
Meaning: to encourage someone to talk more by making them feel more relaxed
and confident
Example: It wasn’t easy to draw him out.

[17:06] preppy
دانشجویان

Meaning: typical of well-educated young people who wear expensive traditional
clothes
Example: His friends describe him as being like a preppy nerd.
Synonyms: bespectacled.

[20:38] puck
(در ورزش هاکی روی یخ) گوی
Meaning: the round flat piece of rubber that you hit in the game of ice hockey
Example: It showed the puck crossing the goal line at 19: 59. 9.

[21:10] roughhouse
با خشونت (نسبت به کسی) رفتار کردن
Meaning: act in a boisterous, violent manner.
Example: they roughhouse on street corners
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[00:03] let it go
ولش کن
Meaning: to accept that you cannot change something and stop thinking or
worrying about it
Example: Sometimes you just have to learn to let it go.

[00:05] big deal
کاری نه چندان با ارزش
Meaning: used to say that you do not think something is as important as
someone else thinks it is
Example: It’s no big deal. Everybody forgets things sometimes.
Synonyms: whatever, anyhow, anyway...

[00:09] manoeuvre
مانور
Meaning: a skilful or careful movement that you make, for example in order to
avoid something or go through a narrow space
Example: A careful driver will often stop talking before carrying out a complex
manoeuvre.
Synonyms: movement, transit, motion...

[00:27] blow somebody’s mind
سورپرایز کردن و به هیجان درآوردن
Meaning: to make you feel very surprised and excited by something
Example: Seeing her again really blew my mind.
Synonyms: mind-blowing

[02:36] gang up on someone
تیم شدن علیه کسی
Meaning: to join together in a group to hurt, frighten, or fight someone
Example: They feel that the international community is ganging up on them.

[03:05] scrunchie
نوعی کش مو
Meaning: a round elastic band covered in fabric which is used for fastening hair,
e.g. in a ponytail
Example: I think I lost my scrunchie again…I can’t find it anywhere in my room.

[03:54] eager
 حریص،مشتاق
Meaning: very keen and excited about something that is going to happen or
about something you want to do
Example: I was eager to get back to work as soon as possible.
Synonyms: enthusiastic, keen

[04:25] you don’t say
نه بابا؟
Meaning: used for saying that you are surprised by what someone has told you
Example: ‘He’s just won the lottery.’ ‘You don’t say!’

[04:35] freakish
غیر عادی
Meaning: very unusual and strange, and sometimes frightening
Example: I was just a kid who had done a freakish thing.
Synonyms: unusual, strange

[05:15] fluffy
نرم و پرز دار
Meaning: covered with very soft hair or feathers
Example: He had fluffy white hair.
Synonyms: soft, silky
Antonyms: rough, ragged

[06:14] belch
آروغ
Meaning: o let air from your stomach come out through your mouth in a noisy
way
Example: He belched loudly, and his girlfriend said, “That's disgusting!”.
Synonyms: burp

[11:07] suds

کف صابون
Meaning: a lot of small bubbles on top of water that has soap in it
Example: If a ghost ring still appears, flush the area really well with cool water to
get all of the suds out.

[12:33] spaz
بد دهانی
Meaning: slang, often offensive
Example: I haven't played tennis in years, so don't be surprised if I am a total spaz
on the court.
Synonyms: butterfingers, dub, klutz, looby, lubber, lummox

[14:25] weasel
راسو
Meaning: a small thin furry animal that kills and eats rats and birds
Example: I saw several tracks of rabbit, grouse, and one weasel.

[18:24] rambunctious
 و غیر قابل کنترل6پر انرژی
Meaning: noisy, full of energy, and behaving in a way that cannot be controlled
Example: Maybe he encouraged my rambunctious behavior.
Synonyms: boisterous, hell-raising, knockabout, raucous
Antonyms: orderly

[22:12] rip sth apart
چیزی را جدا کردن و تکه تکه کردن
Meaning: to tear or pull something to pieces
Example: He was ripped apart by savage beasts in the forest.
Synonyms: tear
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[00:16] impending doom
سرنوشت بد قریب الوقوع
Meaning: an impending event or situation, especially an unpleasant one, is going
to happen very soon
Example: With a terrible sense of impending doom, he opened the door and went
in.

[00:44] envy
حسرت بردن
Meaning: to wish that you had someone else’s possessions, abilities etc
Example: She has a lifestyle which most people would envy.
Synonyms: begrudge, resent

[00:49] tinkle
صدای جرنگ جرنگ
Meaning: a light ringing sound
Example: I heard the tinkle of glass breaking.
Synonyms: chime(s), jingle, tintinnabulation

[01:56] peel
پوست چیزی را کندن

Meaning: to remove the outer layer from something
Example: Peel away the waxed paper from the bottom of the cake.
Synonyms: skin

[02:34] out of my league
کافی نبودن برای چیزی یا کسی
Meaning: to not be skilled or experienced enough to do or deal with something
Example: She is definitely out of my league.

[05:45] widowed
بیوه
Meaning: if someone is widowed, their husband or wife dies
Example: She was widowed at the age of 25.

[06:31] work out
تدبیر کردن
Meaning: to think carefully about how you are going to do something and plan a
good way of doing it
Example: We need to work out how we’re going to get there.

Synonyms: figure out, puzzle (out), resolve, riddle (out), solve, unravel, unriddle

[08:53] fan out
پخش کردن
Meaning: to spread objects or parts out, often in the shape of a semi-circle
Example: Her long dark hair fanned out across the pillow.
Synonyms: spread out, disperse

[08:55] scratch out
خط زدن
Meaning: to remove a word from a piece of writing by drawing a line through it
Example: Emma’s name had been scratched out.
Synonyms: cross out

[09:22] kook
احمق
Meaning: someone who is silly or crazy
Example: Some kook at the post office makes you sing for your packages.
Synonyms: nut, nutcase

[12:57] resentment
غیظ
Meaning: a feeling of anger because something has happened that you think is
unfair
Example: She was filled with deep resentment at being passed over for
promotion.

Synonyms: bitterness
Collocations:
harbour resentment:
Meaning: continue to feel resentment
Example: You obviously harbour some resentment against your exboyfriend.
breed resentment:
Meaning: cause it
Example: These misunderstandings had bred resentment.
arouse resentment:
Meaning: make people feel it
Example: The terms of his contract aroused deep resentment among the
other players.

[14:15] clench
محکم گرفتن و فشار دادن
Meaning: to hold something tightly in your hand or between your teeth
Example: a cigar clenched between his teeth
Synonyms: cling (to), clutch, grip, hold

[16:39] well up
احساساتی شدن
Meaning: if feelings well or well up inside you, they become very strong
Example: A sense of hurt and outrage welled up inside him.

[17:51] unattainable
غیر قابل دسترسی
Meaning: impossible to achieve
Example: A military victory is unattainable.
Synonyms: inaccessible, inapproachable, inconvenient, unapproachable,
unavailable, unobtainable, unreachable, untouchable
Antonyms: accessible, acquirable, approachable, attainable, convenient, getable,
handy, obtainable, procurable, reachable

[18:41] crappy
خیلی بد
Meaning: very bad
Example: I've never seen such crappy acting.

Synonyms: bad, horrible, terrible, awful
Antonyms: very well, superb, amazing

[19:45] reckless
 بی مالحظه،بی پروا
Meaning: not caring or worrying about the possible bad or dangerous results of
your actions
Example: He was accused of causing death by reckless driving.
Synonyms: daredevil, devil-may-care, foolhardy, harum-scarum, hell-for-leather,
irresponsible, kamikaze
Antonyms: responsible

[19:45] haphazard
>تصادفی
Meaning: happening or done in a way that is not planned or organized
Example: I continued my studies in a rather haphazard way.
Synonyms: aimless, arbitrary, catch-as-catch-can, desultory, erratic, helterskelter, hit-or-miss, random, scattered, slapdash, stray
Antonyms: methodical (also methodic), nonrandom, orderly, organized, regular,
systematic, systematized
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[01:45] black out
خاموش شدن شهر
Meaning: hide or turn off all the lights in a town or city, especially during war
Example: power failure blacked out the city.

[02:00] eligible
واجد شرایط
Meaning: qualified to participate or be chosen
Example: He's America's most eligible bachelor.
Synonyms: qualified, worthy

[02:00] looter
غارتگر
Meaning: someone who robs especially on a large scale and usually by violence or
corruption
Example: His store was broken by looters.
Synonyms: thief, burglar, robber...

[02:33] vestibule
داالن سرپوشیده
Meaning: a space inside the front door of a public building
Example: He forced the couple into the vestibule of a bank.

[02:37] atrium
تاالر مرکزی
Meaning: a large high open space in a tall building
Example: It is a large house and has two entrances, each leading into an atrium.

Synonyms: antechamber

[07:44] burn out
سوختن
Meaning: if a building or vehicle is burnt out, the inside of it is destroyed by fire
Example: This time more than 20 cars were burnt out.
Synonyms: burn, set light to something, burn down...

[07:59] miss out
از دست دادن
Meaning: to not have the chance to do something that you enjoy and that would
be good for you
Example: Some children miss out because their parents can’t afford to pay for
school trips.

[13:38] trample
له کردن با پا

Meaning: to step heavily on something, so that you crush it with your feet
Example: There was a small fence to stop people trampling on the flowers.
Synonyms: champ, stamp, stomp, tramp, tromp

[14:02] loathe
به شدت متنفر بودن
Meaning: to hate someone or something very much
Example: She loathes housework.
Synonyms: detest, abhor, execrate, hate
Antonyms: love

[16:49] impish
تخس
Meaning: showing a lack of respect or seriousness in a way that is amusing rather
than bad
Example: He was a man with a very impish wit.
Synonyms: puckish, rascally, roguish, scampish, sly, tricksy, waggish, wicked

[17:29] chock
خفه شدن
Meaning: to be unable to breathe properly because something is in your throat or
there is not enough air
Example: He choked on a piece of bread.
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[00:11] dehydrate
آب زدایی کردن
Meaning: to remove the liquid from a substance such as food or a chemical
Example: High temperatures make people dehydrate very quickly.
Antonyms: hydrate

[01:40] ridiculous
مسخره
Meaning: very silly or unreasonable
Example: That’s a ridiculous idea!

Synonyms: absurd, cockamamy (or cockamamie), comical, derisive, derisory,
farcical, laughable, ludicrous, pathetic, preposterous, risible, silly
Antonyms: reasonable, logical

[02:40] fascinating
جذاب
Meaning: extremely interesting
Example: That sounds absolutely fascinating.
Synonyms: appealing, enchanting, interesting, fetching, bewitching
Antonyms: repelling, repugnant, repulsive, revolting, unalluring

[03:04] vague
مبهم
Meaning: unclear because someone does not give enough detailed information or
does not say exactly what they mean
Example: Julia was vague about where she had been and what she had been
doing.
Synonyms: indistinct, fuzzy, indefinite, inexplicit, muzzy, unclear
Antonyms: clear, definite, explicit, specific

[08:30] casket
تابوت
Meaning: a small decorated box in which you keep jewelry and other valuable
objects
Example: The bed had been taken down to make room for the flowers and chairs
and casket.

[09:02] retainer
گیره دندان
Meaning: a plastic and wire object that you wear in your mouth to make your
teeth stay straight
Example: She had to wear a retainer after the accident.
Synonyms: brace

[11:41] burgundy

رنگ شرابی
Meaning: a dark red colour
Example: she wore a gorgeous burgundy dress at the party.

[18:41] life – affirming
زندگی بخش
Meaning: making you feel good about life and the world generally
Example: the movie gave a life-affirming message.

[19:05] drive someone crazy
رو مخ کسی رفتن
Meaning: to make someone very upset or angry
Example: You’re driving me crazy with that arguing!
Synonyms: annoy, provoke, anger...

[19:30] get along
کنار آمدن

Meaning: if two or more people get along, they have a friendly relationship
Example: We’ve always got along quite well.
Synonyms: cope, get by, get on
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[03:49] boycott
تحریم کردن
Meaning: to refuse to buy something, use something, or take part in something
as a way of protesting
Example: We boycott all products tested on animals.

[07:54] chip in
تکمیل کردن حرف کسی با دادن جزئیات بیشتر
Meaning: to interrupt a conversation by saying something that adds more detail
Example: Other committee members chipped in with suggestions.

Synonyms: contribute, kick in, pitch in

[08:23] vivid
واضح
Meaning: so clear that they seem real
Example: I’ve got vivid memories of that summer.
Synonyms: delineated, graphic (also graphical), pictorial, picturesque, visual
Antonyms: vague, blur

[09:18] spritz
اسپری کردن مایع
Meaning: to spray small amounts of a liquid on something
Example: She spritzes her throat backstage to help her voice.

[11:34] mull
ژرف اندیشیدن
Meaning: to think about a problem, plan etc for a long time before making a
decision
Example: He’s mulling over the proposals before making any changes.

[12:05] merriment
 شنگولی،ابراز شادی
Meaning: laughter, fun, and enjoyment
Example: Her eyes sparkled with merriment.
Synonyms: cheer, cheerfulness, cheeriness, festivity, gaiety (also gayety), gayness,
glee, gleefulness, hilarity, jocundity, joviality, merriness, mirth, mirthfulness

Antonyms: cheerless, sadness, boring

[12:18] stuff
چپاندن
Meaning: to push or put something into a small space, especially in a quick
careless way
Example: She stuffed two more sweaters into her bag.
Synonyms: shove, pack

[14:35] acoustic
مربوط به شنود و صدا

Meaning: of or relating to the sense or organs of hearing, to sound, or to the
science of sounds
Example: She loves listening to acoustic folk music.
Synonyms: audial, audile, auditory, aural, auricular
Antonyms: nonauditory

[14:43] bump
برآمدگی
Meaning: a small raised area on a surface
Example: The car hit a bump on the road.

[16:21] fetus (foetus)
جنین
Meaning: a human being or animal in the later stages of development before it’s
born
Example: he was a 6-month-old fetus back then.

[16:26] gill
آبشش
Meaning: one of the organs on the sides of a fish through which it breathes
Example: As well as having gills, Lungfish have primitive lungs.

Collocations:
to the gills:
Meaning: as full or as much as possible
Example: His suitcase is packed to the gills.

[17:35] smirk
پوزخند
Meaning: to smile in an unpleasant way that shows that you are pleased by
someone else’s bad luck or think you are better than other people
Example: The boys tried not to smirk.
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[02:55] pathetic
بی عرضه
Meaning: something or someone that is pathetic is so useless, unsuccessful, or
weak that they annoy you
Example: I know it sounds pathetic now, but at the time I was frightened.
Synonyms: miserable, piteous, pitiable, pitiful

[03:00] be sick (and tired) of (doing) something (also be sick to death
of (doing) something)
...خسته شدن از
Meaning: to be angry or bored with something that has been happening for a
long time
Example: I’m sick and tired of your excuses.

[03:05] pact
پیمان
Meaning: a formal agreement between two groups, countries, or people,
especially to help each other or to stop fighting
Example: The two countries signed a non-aggression pact.
Synonyms: treaty

[03:20] demand
تقاضا
Meaning: the need or desire that people have for particular goods and services
Example: Production is increasing faster than demand.
Synonyms: claim, dun, importunity, requisition, ultimatum
Collocations:
be much in demand (also be in great demand):
Meaning: be wanted by a lot of people
Example: fuel-efficient cars are now much in demand.
supply outstrips/exceeds demand:
Meaning: more is available than people need or want
Example: In the 1980s, the supply of grain far exceeded the demand.
a surge in demand:
Meaning: a sudden increase

Example: There’s often a surge in demand for the Internet at the weekend.

[05:16] luminous
درخشان
Meaning: shining in the dark
Example: Her large dark eyes were almost luminous.
Synonyms: beaming, bedazzling, bright, brilliant, glowing, lambent, lucent,
lustrous, radiant, sheeny, shining, shiny
Antonyms: dim, lackluster, dark

[05:19] delicate
ظریف و حساس
Meaning: needing to be dealt with carefully or sensitively in order to avoid
problems or failure

Example: There’s something I have to speak to you about – it’s a delicate matter.
Synonyms: fragile
Antonyms: sturdy

[05:19] grace
متانت
Meaning: polite and pleasant behavior
Example: The hotel maintains traditional standards of elegance, style, and grace.
Synonyms: benevolence, kindness

[06:08] smidge
یک خورده
Meaning: a very small amount of something
Example: I added just a smidge of chilli sauce.
Synonyms: smidgin

[07:12] snap
(با صدا) شکستن
Meaning: to break with a sudden sharp noise, or to make something do this
Example: The wind snapped branches and power lines.
Synonyms: break

[08:03] feces (faeces)
مدفوع انسان وحیوان
Meaning: solid waste material from the bowels
Example: The hospital smelled of ammonia and feces.

[08:48] valid
 و معتبر/قانونی
Meaning: legally or officially acceptable
Example: Your return ticket is valid for three months.
Synonyms: rational, legal
Antonyms: invalid, irrational, illegal

[10:39] happen to do something
اتفاقی کاری را انجام دادن
Meaning: if you happen to do something, you do it by chance
Example: I happened to see James in town.

[11:28] shut out
اجازه ندادن به کسی تا احساسات و افکار خود را درمیان بگذارد
Meaning: to deliberately not let someone join you in an activity or share your
thoughts and feelings
Example: How can I help you if you just keep shutting me out all the time?

[19:41] tear apart
داغون و خیلی ناراحت کردن کسی
Meaning: to make someone feel extremely unhappy or upset
Example: Seeing her so upset really tore him apart.
Synonyms: rip apart

[20:32] virtual
مجازی

Meaning: made, done, seen etc. on the Internet or on a computer, rather than in
the real world
Example: The website allows you to take a virtual tour of the art gallery.

[20:32] confetti
/کاغذ رنگی برای تزئین درجشنها
Meaning: small pieces of colored paper that you throw into the air over people
who have just got married or at events such as parties, parades etc.
Example: Her zoom lens captured the glass spraying like confetti.

[22:24] phone in

Meaning: to telephone the place where you work, especially in order to report
something
Example: I’ll phone in and let them know.
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[00:06] horoscope
طالع بین
Meaning: a description of your character and the things that will happen to you,
based on the position of the stars and planets at the time of your birth
Example: You can even have your horoscope added to the mix.

[00:15] plunge
شیرجه و غوطه زدن
Meaning: to move, fall, or be thrown suddenly forwards or downwards
Example: She plunged herself into her writing.

Synonyms: dive, throw

[02:04] dent
تو رفتگی
Meaning: a hollow area in the surface of something, usually made by something
hitting it
Example: There was a large dent in the passenger door.

[02:05] knuckle
بند انگشت
Meaning: your knuckles are the joints in your fingers, including the ones where
your fingers join your hands
Example: Her knuckles whitened as she gripped the gun.

[03:28] blast

انفجار احساسات
Meaning: a sudden strong expression of a powerful emotion
Example: She was totally unprepared for the blast of criticism she received.

[04:04] beam
لبخند شاد و نورانی
Meaning: to smile very happily
Example: Sherman looked at his sons and beamed proudly.

[04:19] craving
ویار
Meaning: an extremely strong desire for something
Example: She had a craving for some chocolate.
Synonyms: desire, hunger, thirst, longing

[05:00] burst into flames
سوختن ناگهانی و غیر قابل کنترل
Meaning: to suddenly begin burning in a way that is difficult to control
Example: The helicopter burst into flames after hitting a power line.

[05:12] debate
مناظره

Meaning: to discuss a subject formally when you are trying to make a decision or
find a solution
Example: The issue will be debated on Tuesday.

[05:16] fare
کرایه مسافر
Meaning: the price you pay to travel somewhere by bus, train, plane etc
Example: Children under 14 travel half-fare.

[06:08] famished
قحطی زده و گرسنه
Meaning: extremely hungry
Example: What's for dinner? I'm absolutely famished.
Synonyms: starving, empty
Antonyms: full

[06:18] come out of your shell
اجتماعی شدن
Meaning: becoming less shy and more confident and willing to talk to people
Example: She’s started to come out of her shell a little.

[06:58] appraise
تخمین و ارزیابی کردن
Meaning: to look carefully at someone or something to make an opinion about
them
Example: His eyes appraised her face.
Synonyms: assess, estimate, evaluate

[07:39] slugger
ضربه زن
Meaning: a baseball player who hits the ball a very long way
Example: He is still considering whether to sign free agent slugger, John.

[10:32] restring
)... سیم جدید انداختن (برای ویولن و دسته تنیس و
Meaning: to fit (as a violin, a tennis racket) with new strings
Example: My racquets need to be restring.

[10:48] scum
آدم پست
Meaning: nasty unpleasant people
Example: People like that are the scum of the earth.

[14:15] slam
بهم کوبیدن
Meaning: if a door, gate etc. slams, or if someone slams it, it shuts with a loud
noise
Example: We heard a car door slam.
Synonyms: bang

[17:52] woozy
گیج و منگ
Meaning: feeling weak and unsteady
Example: Giving blood makes me feel really woozy.
Synonyms: dizzy

[20:49] spell out
با دقت توضیح دادن
Meaning: to explain something clearly and in detail
Example: I spelled them out for you, and you agreed.
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[02:02] scrape
خراشیدن
Meaning: to remove something from a surface using the edge of a knife, a stick
etc.
Example: Scrape the carrots and slice them thinly.

[02:07] plunk down
پول پرداختن

Meaning: to spend an amount of money on something
Example: She plunked down $250 for a silver necklace.

[03:15] poke
با نوک انگشت فشار دادن
Meaning: to quickly push your finger or some other pointed object into
something or someone
Example: Andy poked the fish with his finger to see if it was still alive.

[03:47] fling
عشق بازی کوتاه مدت
Meaning: a short and not very serious sexual relationship
Example: They had a brief fling a few years ago.

[04:04] nauseous
تهوع آور
Meaning: feeling that you are going to vomit

Example: I felt slightly nauseous.
Synonyms: sick

[11:38] moral
اخالقی
Meaning: relating to the principles of what is right and wrong behaviour, and with
the difference between good and evil
Example: It is easy to have an opinion on a moral issue like the death penalty for
murder.
Synonyms: decent, ethical, honorable, righteous, virtuous
Antonyms: dishonest, dishonorable, immoral, indecent, sinful, unethical,
unrighteous

[14:13] make a pass at someone
حرکتی زدن

Meaning: to try to kiss or touch another person with the intention of starting a
sexual relationship with them
Example: He made a pass at me once.

[15:26] unleash
رها کردن
Meaning: to suddenly let a strong force, feeling etc. have its full effect
Example: The new tax laws have unleashed a storm of criticism.
Synonyms: bring on

[17:40] distraught
پریشان خاطر
Meaning: so upset and worried that you cannot think clearly
Example: Relatives are tonight comforting the distraught parents.

[19:06] overwhelm
غرق احساسات شدن
Meaning: if someone is overwhelmed by an emotion, they feel it so strongly that
they cannot think clearly

Example: The children were overwhelmed with excitement.
Synonyms: crush, devastate, whelm
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[00:30] weave
بافت
Meaning: the way in which a material is woven, and the pattern formed by this
Example: this cloth has a fine weave.

[02:05] shrink
آب رفتن

Meaning: to become smaller, or to make something smaller, through the effects
of heat or water
Example: I’m worried about washing that shirt in case it shrinks.
Synonyms: compress, condense
Antonyms: grow

[04:05] haul
کشیدن و هل دادن
Meaning: to pull something heavy with a continuous steady movement
Example: She hauled her backpack onto her back.
Synonyms: draw, drag

[04:07] ferry
کشتی مسافربر& و باربر& که مرتب از یک سوی رودخانه یا دریاچه یا دریا بسوی دیگر رفت و آمد می
کند و کار پل را انجام می دهد
Meaning: a boat that carries people or goods across a river or a narrow area of
water
Example: Extra ferries are needed to bring them back home.

[05:11] mortician
متصدی کفن ودفن
Meaning: someone whose job is to arrange funerals and prepare bodies to be
buried

Example: he works as mortician.
Synonyms: undertaker

[07:43] analytical
تحلیلی
Meaning: thinking about things in a detailed and intelligent way, so that you can
examine and understand things
Example: She’s got an analytical mind.
Synonyms: rational, reasonable, valid
Antonyms: illegitimate, illogical, invalid, irrational

[08:12] compensate
متعادل کردن
Meaning: to replace or balance the effect of something bad
Example: Because my left eye is so weak, my right eye has to work harder to
compensate.

[08:13] overshadow
کم اهمیت کردن کسی یا چیزی
Meaning: to make someone or something else seem less important
Example: Her interest in politics began to overshadow her desire to be a poet

[08:22] conceivable
&تصور کردنی
Meaning: able to be believed or imagined
Example: We were discussing the problems from every conceivable angle.
Antonyms: inconceivable

[08:23] sabotage
خرابکاری& کردن
Meaning: to deliberately spoil someone’s plans because you do not want them to
succeed
Example: Demonstrators have sabotaged the conference.

[09:14] wobble
تلو تلو خوردن
Meaning: to move unsteadily from side to side, or make something do this
Example: The pile of bricks wobbled and fell.

[10:29] embolism
)آمبولیسم (انسداد جریان خون
Meaning: something such as a hard mass of blood or a small amount of air that
blocks a tube carrying blood through the body
Example: One patient in the control group died of pulmonary embolism.

[16:26] perceptive
تیزبین

Meaning: someone who is perceptive notices things quickly and understands
situations, people’s feelings etc. well – used to show approval
Example: You’re right. That’s very perceptive of you.

[18:12] attentive
 با دقت،حواس جمع
Meaning: listening to or watching someone carefully because you are interested
Example: It is an excellent place for families as the staff are friendly, relaxed and
attentive.
Antonyms: inattentive

[19:45] intense
احساسات قوی
Meaning: having a very strong effect or felt very strongly
Example: The pain was so intense that I couldn’t sleep.

[19:45] creepy
وحشت آور
Meaning: making you feel nervous and slightly frightened
Example: There’s something creepy about the way he looks at me.
Synonyms: frightening

[20:11] stunted
رشد ناقص
Meaning: not developing properly or to full size
Example: He’s emotionally stunted.

[20:44] restraining
توقیف& و مهار کننده
Meaning: to stop someone from doing something, often by using physical force
Example: I had to restrain her from running out into the street.
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[02:32] bail
از تنگنا نجات یافتن
Meaning: to escape from a situation that you do not want to be in anymore
Example: After ten years in the business, McArthur is baling out.
Synonyms: escape

[06:11] ritual
تشریفات و مراسم مذهبی
Meaning: a ceremony that is always performed in the same way, in order to mark
an important religious or social occasion
Example: The lady of the house performs the sacred ritual of lighting two candles.
Synonyms: habitude

[06:21] chant
موزون و مکرر آواز خواندن
Meaning: to sing or say a religious song or prayer in a way that involves using only
one note or tone
Example: I just hope they're chanting when we win the Championship.
Synonyms: intone, sing

[07:46] slather

یک الیه ماده ی نرم پوشاندن
Meaning: to cover something with a thick layer of a soft substance
Example: he ate a slice of homemade bread, slathered with jam.
Synonyms: smother

[18:21] seek out
جستجو کردن
Meaning: to try to find someone or something, especially when this is difficult
Example: Our mission is to seek out the enemy and destroy them.
Synonyms: find
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[00:11] cider
شراب سیب
Meaning: an alcoholic drink made from apples, or a glass of this drink
Example: They looked at me apprehensively when I asked for a drink of cider or
wine.

[01:41] prank
 مسخره بازی،شوخی
Meaning: a trick, especially one which is played on someone to make them look
silly

Example: The fire was started as a prank.

[03:34] eclectic
گلچین
Meaning: including a mixture of many different things or people, especially so
that you can use the best of all of them
Example: I love going to galleries with an eclectic range of styles and artists
Synonyms: diversed, heterogeneous, varied

[06:03] curator
موزه دار
Meaning: someone who is in charge of a museum or zoo
Example: He’s curator of Prints at the Metropolitan.

[06:45] soothe
تسکین دادن

Meaning: to make someone feel calmer and less anxious, upset, or angry
Example: She made a cup of tea to soothe her nerves.
Synonyms: calm, assure, cheer, comfort, console, reassure, solace
Antonyms: distress, trouble

[06:55] claw
 چنگال،پنجه
Meaning: a sharp curved nail on an animal, bird, or some insects
Example: The cat dug his claws into my leg.

[07:20] whip
)هم زدن (به ویژه خامه یا سفیده ی تخم مرغ
Meaning: to mix cream or the clear part of an egg very hard until it becomes stiff
Example: Whip the cream until thick.

[07:34] aptitude
 استعداد،شایستگی
Meaning: natural ability or skill, especially in learning
Example: He has a natural aptitude for teaching.
Synonyms: gift, talent

[08:33] amusing
سرگرم کننده
Meaning: funny and entertaining
Example: I don’t find his jokes at all amusing.
Synonyms: delightful, diverting, enjoyable, entertaining, fun, pleasurable
Antonyms: boring, dreary, dull, tiresome, tiring, uninteresting, wearisome, weary,
wearying

[09:31] brag
رجز خوانی

Meaning: to talk too proudly about what you have done, what you own etc. –
used to show disapproval
Example: Ben’s always bragging about his success with women.
Synonyms: boast

[12:11] caress
نوازش کردن
Meaning: to touch someone gently in a way that shows you love them
Example: His hands gently caressed her body.
Synonyms: stroke

[13:13] tremble
به لرزش افتادن
Meaning: to shake slightly in a way that you cannot control, especially because
you are upset or frightened
Example: His lip started to tremble and then he started to cry.

[13:41] root
کاوش کردن
Meaning: to search for something by moving things around
Example: Leila rooted through her handbag for a pen.
Synonyms: rummage

[21:14] elaborate
با دقت برنامه ریزی کردن
Meaning: carefully planned and organized in great detail
Example: She had prepared an elaborate excuse for her absence.
Synonyms: complex

[21:20] motif
)ایده (تکرار شده در آثار هنری و ادبی
Meaning: an idea, subject, or image that is regularly repeated and developed in a
book, film, work of art etc.
Example: I saw an action movie with a revenge motif.
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[00:12] ham
گوشت ران خوک
Meaning: the upper part of a pig’s leg, or the meat from this that has been
preserved with salt or smoke
Example: they had a ham for Easter dinner.

[00:37] apron

پیش بند
Meaning: a piece of clothing that covers the front part of your clothes and is tied
around your waist, worn to keep your clothes clean, especially while cooking
Example: He'd had time to wash his hands and take off his rubber gloves and
apron.

[01:36] act out
برون ریزی
Meaning: to express your feelings about something through your behavior or
actions, especially when you have been feeling angry or nervous
Example: These teenagers are likely to act out their distress by running away.

[05:36] out of whack
)خراب شدن (دستگاه

Meaning: if a system, machine etc. is out of whack, the parts are not working
together correctly
Example: The printer’s out of whack again.

[10:23] lay off
از کار بی کار کردن
Meaning: to stop employing someone because there is no work for them to do
Example: The company laid off 250 workers in December.
Synonyms: discharge
Antonyms: employ, hire

[10:27] snarly
(مو) گره خورده
Meaning: tangled hair
Example: Does my hair look snarly to you?

[15:01] knit
بافتن
Meaning: to make clothing out of wool, using two knitting needles
Example: My grandmother taught me how to knit.

[15:46] frenzy
حالت جنون آمیز
Meaning: a state of great anxiety or excitement, in which you cannot control your
behavior
Example: The women were screaming and in a frenzy to get home.
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[02:03] fraud
فریب
Meaning: the crime of deceiving people in order to gain something such as money
or goods
Example: She was found guilty of fraud.

[03:16] heave
)پرتاب کردن (چیزی سنگین
Meaning: to throw something heavy using a lot of effort
Example: John heaved the metal bar over the fence.
Synonyms: throw

[04:50] hissy fit
 اوقات تلخی،لحظه ی خشمگین
Meaning: a sudden moment of unreasonable anger and annoyance
Example: Williams threw a hissy fit when she decided her hotel room wasn’t big
enough.
Synonyms: tantrum

[05:35] sprain
پیچ خوردن یا رگ به رگ شدن
Meaning: to damage a joint in your body by suddenly twisting it
Example: I fell down the steps and sprained my ankle.
Synonyms: twist

[05:54] blow off
کنسل کردن قرار با بی اهمیتی
Meaning: to treat someone or something as unimportant, for example by not
meeting someone or not going to an event
Example: Bud got into trouble for blowing off the meeting.

[06:24] scare the crap out of someone
وحشت زیاد ایجاد کردن
Meaning: to scare (someone) very badly
Example: That movie scared the crap out of me.
Synonyms: frighten

[07:38] prune
آلو خشک
Meaning: a dried plum, often cooked before it is eaten
Example: Besides, it has prunes in it, did you know that?

[08:56] fist
مشت

Meaning: the hand when it is tightly closed, so that the fingers are curled in
towards the palm. People close their hand in a fist when they are angry or are
going to hit someone
Example: She held the money tightly in her fist.

[08:57] squeeze
چالندن
Meaning: to press something firmly together with your fingers or hand
Example: She smiled as he squeezed her hand.

[10:11] wuss
بزدل
Meaning: someone who you think is weak or lacks courage
Example: why are you acting like a wuss?

[16:16] nutsy
دیوانه وار
Meaning: acting like a crazy person (nuts)
Example: wow, she’s really nutsy about this movie.
Synonyms: crazy
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[00:37] proofread
غلط گیری
Meaning: to read through something that is written or printed in order to correct
any mistakes in it
Example: Remember to proofread on the hard copy, not on the computer.

[02:00] scone
کلوچه کره ای
Meaning: a small round cake, sometimes containing dried fruit, which is usually
eaten with butter
Example: Chilled fruit and scones awaited us in the tiny kitchen.

[02:38] pound
تپ تپ کردن
Meaning: if your heart or blood is pounding, your heart is beating very hard and
quickly
Example: She ran, her heart pounding in her chest.

[04:07] lame
ناپذیرفتنی
Meaning: a lame excuse or explanation is weak and difficult to believe
Example: She gave some lame excuse about missing the bus.
Synonyms: weak
Antonyms: creditable

[06:05] bluff
بلوف زدن
Meaning: to pretend something, especially in order to achieve what you want in a
difficult or dangerous situation
Example: You wouldn’t really tell her. You’re bluffing!

[09:05] gesture
)تکان دادن دست و سر و غیره (به منظور! بیان چیزی
Meaning: to move your hand, arm, or head to tell someone something, or show
them what you mean

Example: Brad gestured towards the door. ‘Get out.’

[10:02] crap
چرند
Meaning: something someone says that you think is completely wrong or untrue
Example: You don’t believe all that crap, do you?
Synonyms: rubbish, nonsense, wrong, untrue
Antonyms: correct, factual, true

[12:50] exert
)... به کار گرفتن (نیرو یا
Meaning: to use your power, influence etc. in order to make something happen
Example: They exerted considerable influence within the school.
Collocations:
exert your will:
Meaning: make something happen in the way that you want
Example: The army exerted its will by arresting anti-government
supporters.

[16:07] sore
جای زخم

Meaning: a painful, often red, place on your body caused by a wound or infection
Example: They were starving and covered with sores.

[16:53] temple
 گیجگاه،شقیقه
Meaning: one of the two fairly flat areas on each side of your forehead
Example: oh, what happened to your temple?
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[03:26] curl
حلقه کردن
Meaning: to form a twisted or curved shape, or to make something do this
Example: He curled his arm around Claudia’s waist.

[03:51] fest
 دورهمی،جشن

Meaning: a gathering, event, or show having a specified focus
Example: Sedona ran its second annual film fest a few weeks ago.
Synonyms: carnival, celebration, festival, festivity, fete (or fête), fiesta, gala,
jubilee

[03:52] flick
تکان و ضربه ناگهانی
Meaning: a short quick sudden movement or hit with a part of your body, whip
etc.
Example: With a flick of the wrist, Frye sent the ball into the opposite court.

[04:17] frolic
ورجه ورجه کردن با خوشحالی
Meaning: to play in an active happy way
Example: Others freak out and enjoy the chance to frolic.

[04:48] clench

)محکم گرفتن (با دندان یا دست
Meaning: to hold something tightly in your hand or between your teeth
Example: a cigar clenched between his teeth
Antonyms: unclench

[06:58] roll over
چرخیدن
Meaning: to turn your body over once so that you are lying in a different position,
or to turn someone’s body over

Example: Ben rolled over and kissed her.

[09:39] head off
جایی رفتن
Meaning: to leave to go to another place
Example: I’m heading off now.

[11:19] exotic
 خارجی،بیگانه
Meaning: something that is exotic seems unusual and interesting because it is
related to a foreign country
Example: We are not going to do anything exotic.

[12:10] confiscation
مصادره
Meaning: the act of officially taking private property away from someone, for
example because a crime has been committed
Example: A judge ordered the confiscation of the smuggler’s £1.5 million assets.

[12:36] reconcile
سازگار کردن دو چیز

Meaning: if you reconcile two ideas, situations, or facts, you find a way in which
they can both be true or acceptable
Example: The possibility remains that the two theories may be reconciled.

[14:37] knob
دسته
Meaning: a round handle or thing that you turn to open a door, turn on a
television etc.
Example: I adjusted the volume knob and sat down.

[15:53] brush up
)دوره کردن (استعداد
Meaning: to practice and improve your skills or your knowledge of something
that you learned in the past
Example: I must brush up on my French before I go to Paris.

[16:11] tranquilizer

مسکن
Meaning: a drug used for making someone feel less anxious
Example: For the patient showing extreme distress, a tranquillizer may be
indicated.
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[00:38] violate
تجاوز کردن یا بی حرمتی کردن
Meaning: to do something that makes someone feel that they have been
attacked or have suffered a great loss of respect
Example: The media regularly violates people’s privacy.

[02:05] dangle
آویزان بودن یا آویختن
Meaning: to hang or swing loosely, or to make something do this
Example: A light bulb dangled from a wire in the ceiling.

[02:41] spontaneous
خودجوش
Meaning: something that is spontaneous has not been planned or organized, but
happens by itself, or because you suddenly feel you want to do it
Example: The crowd gave a spontaneous cheer.

[08:44] snub
(نسبت به کسی) سردی کردن
Meaning: to treat someone rudely, especially by ignoring them when you meet
Example: She ran into the boys who had snubbed her in high school.

[10:16] keep up with
پابه پای کسی یا چیزی رفتن
Meaning: to manage to do as much or as well as other people
Example: Jack’s having trouble keeping up with the rest of the class.

Antonyms: fall behind

[14:14] bitter
بحث طعنه آمیز
Meaning: a bitter argument, battle etc. is one in which people oppose or criticize
each other with strong feelings of hate and anger
Example: The countries are still bitter enemies.

[16:54] irony
گوشه و کنایه
Meaning: a situation that is unusual or amusing because something strange
happens, or the opposite of what is expected happens or is true
Example: Life is full of little ironies.

[19:58] hog
بیش از سهم خود (خوراک و غیره) برداشتن
Meaning: to keep, use, or have all of something that should be shared
Example: How much longer are you going to hog the bathroom?

[20:17] smock
)روپوش (گشاد
Meaning: a loose piece of clothing worn by artists or other workers to protect
their other clothing
Example: why are you wearing a smock?

[21:32] monocle
عینک تک عدسی
Meaning: a round piece of glass that you put in front of one eye to help you see
better
Example: Every morning the monocle is hung round my neck and remains there
until bedtime.
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[00:14] reckless
بی پروا
Meaning: not caring or worrying about the possible bad or dangerous results of
your actions
Example: He was accused of causing death by reckless driving.
Synonyms: careless, irresponsible
Antonyms: careful, responsible

[03:06] ethnic
 نژادی،قومی
Meaning: relating to a particular race, nation, or tribe and their customs and
traditions
Example: The school teaches pupils from different ethnic groups.

[03:09] neutral
بی طرف
Meaning: not supporting any of the people or groups involved in an argument or
disagreement
Example: I always tried to remain neutral when they started arguing.

[07:58] cone
میوه کاج
Meaning: the fruit of a pine or fir tree
Example: Attach rosemary sprigs to sugar cones with royal icing.

[09:15] vicious
شریر و بدسگال
Meaning: violent and cruel in a way that hurts someone physically
Example: Keep away from that dog, he can be vicious.
Synonyms: violent, furious
Antonyms: hurtles

[09:44] pipe dream
ایده ی تحقق نا پذیر
Meaning: a hope, idea, plan etc. that is impossible or will probably never happen
Example: For now, it is only a pipe dream.

[10:09] vigilante
کسی که محرمانه می خواهد عدالت را برقرار کند

Meaning: someone who illegally punishes criminals and tries to prevent crime,
usually because they think the police are not doing this effectively
Example: Most anywhere else, vigilante is a bad word.

[10:25] astounding
بهت آور
Meaning: so surprising that it is almost impossible to believe
Example: The concert was an astounding success.
Synonyms: surprising, shocking

[11:58] shun
اجتناب کردن
Meaning: to deliberately avoid someone or something
Example: Victims of the disease found themselves shunned by society.

[13:16] brunt
اثر ضربه یا حمله
Meaning: the principal force, shock, or stress (as of an attack)
Example: Her hands, which she threw up to protect her face took the brunt of the
injury.

[13:46] slaughter
قتل عام
Meaning: to kill a lot of people or animals in a cruel or violent way
Example: More than 3,190,600 animals have been slaughtered.
Synonyms: butcher

[14:28] docile
رام شدنی
Meaning: quiet and easily controlled

Example: Labradors are gentle, docile dogs.
Synonyms: obedient, submissive
Antonyms: disobedient, ungovernable, rebellious

[18:05] turn somebody in
به پلیس تحویل دادن کسی
Meaning: to tell the police who or where a criminal is
Example: Margrove’s wife finally turned him in.
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[01:10] subconscious
ناخودآگاه
Meaning: the part of your mind that has thoughts and feelings you do not know
about
Example: When you go to sleep it is only the conscious mind that shuts down. The
subconscious cannot do so.
Synonyms: unconscious
Antonyms: consciousness

[02:31] dummy

خنگ
Meaning: someone who is stupid
Example: No, you dummy, the other hand.
Synonyms: stupid, dumb

[03:04] portion
سهم زیاد
Meaning: a part of something larger, especially a part that is different from the
other parts
Example: The front portion of the rocket breaks off.

[15:40] stop by
یه سر زدن به جایی یا کسی

Meaning: to make a short visit to a place or a person’s home, especially while you
are going somewhere else
Example: Daniel stopped by the store on his way home.

[19:02] icky
 چندش آور،ناخوشایند
Meaning: very unpleasant, especially to look at, taste, or feel
Example: There was some icky black stuff between the tiles.

[19:30] moist
مرطوب و نمناک
Meaning: slightly wet, especially in a way that is pleasant or suitable
Example: Make sure the soil is moist before planting the seeds.
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[04:40] chubby
توپر
Meaning: slightly fat, in the way a healthy baby or young child is
Example: she has cute chubby cheeks.
Synonyms: fat, overweight
Antonyms: skinny, slim, fit

[04:44] resent
 تنفر داشتن،رنج بردن
Meaning: to feel angry or upset about a situation or about something that
someone has done, especially because you think that it is not fair
Example: I resented having to work such long hours.

Synonyms: envy

[05:29] hypothetical
فرضی
Meaning: based on a situation that is not real, but that might happen
Example: The question is purely hypothetical.

[05:43] knapsack
کوله پشتی
Meaning: a bag that you carry on your shoulders
Example: We moved in with what we carried in our knapsacks.
Synonyms: backpack, rucksack

[08:25] cramp
گرفتگی عضله
Meaning: a severe pain that you get in part of your body when a muscle becomes
too tight, making it difficult for you to move that part of your body
Example: Several players were suffering from cramp.

[15:56] rip out
از جا کندن
Meaning: to remove something quickly and violently, using your hands
Example: Gilly ripped out a sheet of paper from her notebook.
Synonyms: tear

[16:19] vent
دریچه
Meaning: a hole or pipe through which gases, liquid etc. can enter or escape from
an enclosed space or container
Example: Open the air vent with a radiator key and see if air or gas is forced out.

[17:42] crown
سر چیزی را پوشاندن
Meaning: to form the top of something
Example: Snow crowns the mountain year – round.
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[04:19] itinerary
سفرنامه
Meaning: a plan or list of the places you will visit on a journey
Example: Again she went over the first few days of their itinerary in her mind.

[05:32] breakfront
کمد و قفسه
Meaning: a large cabinet or bookcase whose center section projects beyond the
flanking end sections

Example: The order included a mahogany table, sideboard, breakfront, and 10
chairs.

[07:50] rattle
تق تق کردن
Meaning: if you rattle something, or if it rattles, it shakes and makes a quick series
of short sounds
Example: The window rattled in the wind.

[09:55] rub
 مالیدن،ساییدن
Meaning: to move your hand, or something such as a cloth, backwards and
forwards over a surface while pressing firmly
Example: She yawned and rubbed her eyes.

[10:13] petite
کوچک
Meaning: small
Example: My aunt Mary was petite, pretty, and very ambitious.
Synonyms: tiny, little

[10:41] desperately

بی نهایت چیزی را خواستن
Meaning: needing or wanting something very much
Example: The crops desperately need rain.

[13:53] peg
اظهار کردن عقیده ی خود
Meaning: to state what you believe an amount to be or what you believe will
happen
Example: Opinion polls peg him as her likely successor.

[21:47] ridicule
ریشخند کردن
Meaning: unkind laughter or remarks that are intended to make someone or
something seem stupid
Example: He had become an object of ridicule among the other teachers.

